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Twelfth Night is a play which is vested with problematic issues of gender and sexual identity. This paper which focuses
on Twelfth Night would attempt to re- read.

Of them, Hamlet and Twelfth Night are perfect examples of both. Shakespeare works out a instead contrived
and unlikely secret plan towards the terminal so as to guarantee the normal heteronormative order is restored.
The EndingA Despite the presence of homoerotic elements in most of the characters, the stoping of the drama
settles for a normative community based on heterosexual matrimony. Beyond the socio-linguistic building
gender functions have no built-in world. Adhering between Antonio and Sebastian The first clip we encounter
Antonio and Sebastian they are about to be separated. Though both Viola and Rosalind help their
less-than-ideal beloveds woo their own objects of desire, and both disguises emerge party from the loss of a
male familial figure, the women inhabit their male facades in drastically different ways. They seem to have
transcended the restraints of age because of the universal themes that they contain. Lady Olivia falls in love
with Viola, who is dressed as a man, but still resembles a woman. Some Might even say that Malvolio is
conceited. Viola's transvestism functions as emblematic of the antic nature of Illyrian society. This quote
suggests Olivia may prefer young, feminine-looking boys to grown men like Orsino. Queer theory emerges
from post-structural involvement in fragmented, de-centered cognition edifice. Twelfth Night takes the
audience on a gender-bending journey, while maintaining all the elements of true love throughout. His
reaction when he comes to larn that Cesario has purportedly married Olivia is one of intense daze and sorrow.
However, this conservativism in portraying same sex love must be examined in the historical context of
homosexualism in Elizabethan England. The homoerotic undertones that ensue disrupts the boundaries of
mandatory heterosexualism. Her sudden alteration in fondness towards Sebastian and her determination to get
married him right off merely because he physically resembles Viola seems extremely unlikely. Upon arrival in
this strange seaport, Viola--like the Princess Leonide--dons male disguise which facilitates both employment
and time enough to orient herself in this unfamiliar territory. However, it becomes rather clear that Olivia finds
in ViolaA some innate feminine qualities with which she falls in love with. In Elizabethan England, women
were not allowed to act professionally, and female parts were all performed by men, so Viola would have
actually been played by a male actor, dressing as a woman dressing as a man. While Shakespeare and his
contemporaries did not talk about sex and gender using the words and categories we would today, Twelfth
Night self-consciously creates humor and enjoyment for the audience out of the possibility of same sex
attraction. There are assorted grounds to name the stoping of the drama contrived, unlikely and headlong.
Twelfth Night in some ways points to the impression of gender as an essentialist instead than a natural
concept. In a drama where the hints of homoerotic passions are found in copiousness, it would non be
excessively far fetched to reason that all these facets point to the homoerotic side in Viola. As contemporary
feminist and Shakespearean. It problematizes the heteronormative classs of sex and gender. Related Posts.
Thus the gender ambiguity of the cross-dressed Viola sets the phase for the representation of a overplus of
desires: homoerotic attractive force between Orsino and Cesario and sapphic attractive force between Viola
and Olivia. In the concluding scene after Viola and Sebastian both appear on phase, Antonio remains on
phase, with no waies to go out, yet he is ignored. Thus it is really natural that Shakespeare who was an highly
popular Elizabethan playwright should hold scruples about straight portraying same-sex love. Table of
Contents Sex and Gender in Twelfth Night More than in any other Shakespearean play, the characters in
Twelfth Night display a remarkable degree of gender and sexual ambiguity. Duke Orsino is happy to shift his
friendship with Cesario to romantic love once he learns Cesario is really Viola, but seems in no hurry for
Viola to take off her male disguise.


